Netpotism
Changes to the early careers recruitment
process during the pandemic
Larger falls in employment for young workers
Fall in employment levels, Jan-March to Oct-Dec 2020, thousands
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201,000 fewer 18-24 year-olds in employment from January
March 2020, compared to September-November 2020.

56%

12%

Adults working from home at least
part of the week ending 21/02/2021

Adults working from at least once a
week in 2019

Handshake’s Research into HR Decision Makers
65% businesses became more reliant on career and job sites
during the pandemic.

33%

are less reliant on campus-based careers fairs

22%

are less reliant on student ambassador
programmes

20%

are less reliant on university careers services.

Access to Opportunity

18%

98%

of students report a lack of access to
tablet or laptop

of those aged 16-24 have access to
internet via a mobile phone

Virtual Interviews

9/10 students have experienced
issues with online interviews.

Nearly ¼ of students don’t have
enough space/quiet to interview
via video.

Top issues with virtual interviews
Poor internet connection

34%

Somebody in household
walking in

28%

Poor equipment

26%

Not enough space/quiet

24%

Finding things in the
background

21%

Being late to the interview
due to tech issues

20%

Not knowing interview
etiquette

15%

Accidentally sharing the
wrong thing onscreen
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Recruitment methods during pandemic
What methods employers have leant on during pandemic
Online professional
networks such as LinkedIn

63%

Word of mouth
recommendations - staff

57%

Use of personal networks
-e.g. former colleagues

57%

Virtual career fairs

57%

Social media (e.g. Twitter,
Facebook)

53%

Recruiters

52%
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57%

of employers leaned more
on online professional
networks due to
restrictions around inperson recruitment.

said they used word of
mouth recommendation
more since the start of
the pandemic

60%

80%

22%
of HR decision makers
to say they prefer to hire
graduate and student
candidates they already
know

The Student and Graduate Perspective

⅓ students believe that job
applications and interviews are
biased towards people who have
existing connections

¼ students have been frustrated
by entry level jobs demanding
unreasonable amounts of
experience

The view from business

39% hiring graduates at
the same rate or higher

39%

47%
47% have consciously
reduced hiring graduates

14%
14% have stopped hiring
graduates altogether

66%

of businesses say they’ll conduct more of the
recruitment process online.

47%

say they are taking steps to make it easier for
candidates to conduct online interviews during the
pandemic

24%

businesses have directly targeted student
prospects via online communication rather than
waiting for them to apply during the pandemic

Long Term Challenges for Students and Graduates

?

28%
of students and recent
graduates say they would
benefit from more training
on how to conduct job
interviews and a similar
proportion

21%
are unsure of the
etiquette around
connecting and
messaging prospective
employers on
professional networking
platforms

32%
of students say they
want to more often hear
directly from employers
that are looking for
student and graduate
candidates like them

Learn more at: joinhandshake.co.uk

